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The rains have stopped! 
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The rains fell with gusto 
It had been many moons 
Many a hungry children 
Many mothers in tear 
As fathers looked up into the sky. 
 
The sound of rain drops 
Was welcome with song 
The elders stood at the foot of the Mugumo tree 
For such a hunger had never been seen 
Many a death had wiped off some villages. 
 
The rain brought jubilation 
The children dashed out to dance 
The mothers rushed out to play 
As the fathers whistled, in the showers that fell. 
 
Suddenly, the rains halted 
The people looked up again 
Why, did it stop suddenly? 
Would the crops grow? 
Would the animals have enough to drink? 
Would there be enough water for all. 
 
The elders at the foot of the gracious tree 
Called upon God again, as they pleaded for the rains to pour. 
 
It took many other days of dryness 
Sadness wiped the village again 
For no one, could predict the weather 
The clouds swept through again, but no drop. 
The sun lit and hit again, as it burned life. 
 
Have we sinned? 
Who has sinned? 
Questions lingered with the elders. 
Unbeknownst, the village was suffering because of “others” sin. 
“Others” littered and smoked the atmosphere. 
The effects dropped in the South. 
And the elders thought there were cursed. 
 
Who will save the South from the effects of Climate Change? 
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Why suffer when your neighbor sins. 
The elders teared and looked up again. 
If only, the World had lived sustainably. 
The South would not suffer, for the North would be conscious 
That, the Earth was our Mother, nourishing her would save us. 
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